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Abstract: Facial spoofing assaults have attracted considerable attention due to criminals utilizing various tactics such 

as distorted photographs, cropped images, 3D masks, and so on to fool face recognition systems easily. Deep learning 

models provide solid solutions for improving the security measures of biometric systems, yet, achieving the advantages 

of multilayer features remains a considerable difficulty. This study proposes a hybrid approach for building feature 

representations by combining ResNet with higher discriminative strength to address this constraint. Two forms of the 

residual learning framework are used as deep feature extractors to extract useful features. Second, the ultimately 

linked layers are employed as distinct feature descriptors. Following the facial borders and elements extracted from the 

actual image, the next stage is to detect the individual. Face spoofing detection is used to evaluate persons by 

automatically analyzing their attributes using computer-based technologies. The principal analysis with an improved 

CNN model has been employed for the face spoofing detection technique. The results have been generated by matching 

the facial feature sets within the CASIA-FASD dataset. The suggested method was implemented in the MATLAB 

simulator, and a complete performance study was carried out. Finally, the resulting data were analyzed and compared 

to current methodologies. With the fast advancement of facial recognition technology, most present algorithms can 

perform admirably in unconstrained circumstances. However, detecting face spoofing assaults remains a difficult 

challenge; hence face anti-spoofing has emerged as one of the most significant study areas in the community. Though 

several anti-spoofingimodels have been presented, their generalization power often worsens in complex appearance 

changes, such as backdrop, lighting, different spoofing materials, and low picture quality, for hidden attacks. 
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I. INTRODUCTION  

Most current facial recognition systems are now 

vulnerable to spoofing attempts—Spoofingihappens when 

someone attempts to circumvent a biometric face system 

by presenting a bogus face in front of the camera. For 

example, in one study, researchers compared the danger of 

onlineisocial network-basedifacial disclosureiagainst the 

most recent version of six commercial face authentication 

systems. While just 39 per cent of photographs shared on 

social networks may be effectively spoofed, the 

comparatively modest number of acceptable images was 

enough to mislead 77 per cent of users' facial 

authentication software.Yu, Z., et al.,(2021) [1] A female 

invader using a unique make-up also succeeded in 

deceiving a facial recognition system in a live 

demonstration at the International Conference on 

Biometrics (ICB 2013). These two instances, among many 

more, demonstrate how vulnerable facial recognition 

systems are to spoofing attacks. 

Face recognition has been impressively integrated into 

most biometric systems as advanced deep learning 

technology. As a result, facial biometric systems are 

extensively employed in various applications, including 

mobile phone authentication, access control, and face 

recognition. Payment, Face-spoofing assaults, in which 

fabricated faces used to be authenticated by the biometric 

system, are becoming an unavoidable danger. Face-

spoofing detection has therefore become a fundamental 

necessity for any face recognition system. Technique for 

detecting phoney faces.While face anti-spoofing 

techniques have garnered aloof research to determine 

whether most face-spoofing detection, whether the 

photographed face is genuine or phoney approaches are 

skewed toward a particular style of presenting attack or 

presenting device; failure to identify different types of 

spoofing situations. Parkin, A., et al., (2019) [2]  

Face anti-spoofing strategies have gotten a lot of attention, 

with numerous anti-spoofing methodologies being 

proposed in retrospective research. Traditionaliimage-

based techniques focus on picture quality and 

characteristics. Therefore, they use hand-crafted features 

like LBP, SIFT, HOG, and iandiSURF with shallow 

classifiers to distinguish between natural and artificial 
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faces. Their universality is limited because these hand-

crafted characteristics are constrained to specific spoofing 

patterns, scene circumstances, and spoofing devices. Sun, 

W., et al.,(2020) [4] Deep approaches based on 

Convolutional Neural Networks have recently emerged as 

an alternate strategy for increasing the effectiveness of 

antispoofing strategies by learning a discriminatory 

representation from start to finish. While data-driven 

feature learning improves spoofing detection performance, 

these methods fail to capitalize on the nature of spoofing 

patterns, including skin details, color distortion, more 

designs, glassy reflection, shape deformation, and build 

models for their current dataset and fail to generalize 

inicross-datasetisettings. They are susceptible to 

lightingiand illumination distortionibecause theyiare 

constructed on controllediiand biassed datasets. As 

aiiresult, overfitting and poor generalizability to novel 

patternsiiand contexts plague these models. While several 

machineilearning modelsihave been created to detect 

artifactsiin spoofiphotos, their performance in actual 

applications is stillofar from ideal dueoto theifollowing 

issues. Fatemifar, S., et al., (2022) [5] First, 

spoofingiattack datasetsoare limited andobiassed to certain 

ambient and capture circumstances comparedoto 

otherocomputer visionitasks suchoas picture classification. 

Large-scale labeled datasets such as ImageNet exist. 

Theyogathered for a specific assault scenario, such as 

aireply-attack, or theyocollected withoregulated 

lightingoand illuminanceosettings with a restricted 

numberoof subjects, i.e., faces. Second,othere are 

manyoattack types, and newoattack scenarios, such as 

adversarial instances, are discovered regularly. Most 

offered models are optimized foroa single scenariooor 

dataset, andotheir effectiveness on previously 

encounteredoattack types (data) is inaccurate. Liu, A., et 

al., (2019) [3] 

Third, currentodeep models areodesigned forosemantic-

rich computer visionotasks such as objectoidentification 

and pictureicaptioning, rather thanoanti-spoofing, based 

onoilow-level characteristics. As a result of their attempt 

to learn high-level semantic properties, these models fail to 

catch excellentispoofing patterns. As a result, establishing 

aitask-specific modeliwith a low-level discriminatoriiis 

greatly sought. It offers a dual-channeloneural network 

thatolearns optimum features directly to distinguish 

between fakeoand genuineofaces to address these issues. 

The proposedimodel employs deep and broad channels to 

learn a low-dimensionalolatent space forothe faceispoofing 

problem. 

On the other hand, the deep channel learns data-

driveniocharacteristics that distinguish between real and 

faked facesioby employing a CNNioarchitecture 

particularly built foriospoofing detection. The latter, ii.e., 

broadiochannel, uses iohand-crafted features 

alreadyipopular for spoofingiodetection tasks 

(inifrequency, texture, andiotemporal) and smoothly 

integrates themiointo the deep channel's low-

dimensionaliolatent space. Theioproposed system was 

thoroughly tested on multiple spoofing detection datasets 

to assess its efficiency. 

This paper's primary contributions are asiofollows: 

 Create aiwell-generalizedimodel that is resistant 

toioenvironmental changesioand datasets. 

 Propose deep architecture based on low-level 

spoofing characteristic patterns. 

 Compare the efficiency of each approach on some 

of the datasets that are accessible. 

 To deal with newly created or unknown assaults, 

use the strengths of both CNN and hand-crafted 

features. 

1.1 Authentication System 

During registration, a biometricisystem recordsia 

sampleiof aiuser's biometricitrait usingian 

appropriateiosensor—for example, a cameraiofor theiface. 

It then collects significant propertiesifrom 

theibiometricisample, suchoasifingerprint minutiae, using 

a software technique known as aifeature extractor. 

Fatemifar, S., et al., (2022) [5]The extracted 

characteristics are saved in a databaseoasia 

templateoalongsideiother identifiersisuch as ainame orian 

identifying number. Theuiuser mustigive 

anotheribiometric sample toithe sensorito beiauthorized. 

The queryois made outiof featuresoderived from 

thisosample. The systemothen comparesothe stated 

identification template to a biometricomatcher. 

Theomatcher produces aomatch scoreorepresenting how 

similar theptemplate and queryoare. The systemoaccepts 

the identityoclaim onlyoif theomatch score exceeds a 

predeterminedothreshold. Protecting the 

biometricotemplates contained in theosystem database is a 

vital stepiin reducing theosecurity and privacy 

issuesoassociated withobiometric systems. Atothe same 

time, concerns can beominimized by keeping templates 

decentralised. There are advantages and downsides to both 

biometricifeature transformationiand biometric 

cryptosystems. Nagpal, C., et al., (2019) [9] Matching is 

typically simple in a feature transformation scheme, and it 

may even be possible to build transformation functions 

thatido not affect the featuresiof theioriginal feature space. 

However, it can be challenging to identify an adequate 

transformationofunction thatois noniinvertible whileostill 

tolerantito intrinsicointra-userobiometricovariability. 

While safe sketch generation approaches for biometric 

cryptosystems based on good information-theoretic 

principles are known, the problem is to express the 

biometric characteristics in conventional data forms such 

as binary strings and point sets. As a result, oneomajor 

research subject is developing algorithmsothat translate 

theioriginal biometricotemplate into standardizedodata 
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formats such as fixed-length binaryostrings or pointosets 

whileipreserving discriminative information. 

1.2 FaceiSpoofing 

Faceispoofing/livelinessois usingoanother person's 

identityofor illegalopurposes. According to a recent 

assessment, faceospoof assaults haveobecome extremely 

damaging toosociety, particularly in bankofrauds, 

socialomedia, etc. Manyoways have beenoemployed to 

counter these attacks, but the downsides of these solutions 

are difficult to eliminate. Printing assaults, video attacks, 

and 3-dimensionalomask attacks are examples of face 

spoof attacks. Inoprinting assaults, theoattacker utilizes a 

printed image ofothe target to impersonate him in front of 

the camera. The attacker utilizes a brief video clip of the 

victim in the video attack, which is more difficult than the 

printed assault. Most present facial recognition systems are 

known to be sensitive to spoofing attempts. Chen, H., et 

al.,(2019)[11] Spoofing happensowhen someone 

attemptsoto circumvent a biometric faceosystem by 

presentingoa bogus faceoin front ofithe camera. For 

example, researchers examined the danger of online 

socialonetwork-basedofacial disclosure against the most 

recent version of sixocommercial face authentication 

systems (Face Unlock, FacelockiPro, LuxandiBlink and 

FastiAccess). While just 39 per cent of photographs shared 

on social networks may be effectively spoofed, the 

comparatively modest number of acceptable images was 

enough to mislead 77 per cent of the 74 users' facial 

authentication software. Spoofing is just aofalse 

acceptanceoattack in whichoattackers present 

forgedoevidence to the biometricosystem to 

achieveoauthentication. It is relatively simple to launch 

such an assault on the facial recognition system since 

images andovideos of the individual may be quickly 

accessed on socialonetworking sitesoor shot from 

aidistance. 

1.3 Different Attacks of Face Spoofing System  

Face spoofing may be accomplished in two ways: 2D and 

3D spoofing. Both spoofings areifurther subdivided into 

assaults such as pictureoattacks, videooattacks, and 3D 

maskoattacks. Thanks to social internet networks, photos 

and videos are freely accessible, and films may beotaken 

from mobileophones or other digitalodevices. There are 

two sorts of assaults on the facial recognition system. (i) 

PresentationoAttacks: Presentationiioassaults are carried 

out at the sensorolevel, without the requirement for 

accessoto the system's guts. Presentation assaults are 

linked to solely biometric flaws. In these assaults, intruders 

employ an artefact, often fake (e.g., a faceophoto, a 

mask,oa syntheticofingerprint, or aoprinted iris image), or 

attempt to replicate the characteristics of real users (e.g., 

gait, signature) to gain unauthorized access to the 

biometric system. Because "biometric qualities are not 

secrets," attackers know that many biometric data 

revealing people's faces, eyes, voices, and behaviour is 

publicly available. They utilize that information to evade 

faceorecognition systems usingothe examplesobelow. 

 Attackers mimic the user by using an image of the 

user. 

 They imitate the user by using a video of the user. 

 Alternatively, hackersican create andiuse a 3D 

representation ofothe assaultedoface, such as ahyper-

realistic mask. 

(ii) IndirectoAttacks: Indirectiattacks canobe launched 

against the odatabase, matches, ocommunication lines, 

etc. Theiattacker needs accessoto the system's interior in 

this form of attack. Indirectoattacks may be stopped using 

measures connected to "traditional" cybersecurity rather 

than biometrics. Thus, we won't cover them in this piece. 

Most cutting-edge facialobiometric systems are 

vulnerableoto simple assaults if presentation attack 

detection mechanisms are not included. 

MohammediKhammari et al., (2019) [12] 

Face recognition systems are oftenospoofable by providing 

the camera with an image, ovideo, or 3D maskoof 

aotargeted individual. Alternatively, you might utilize 

cosmetics orooplastic surgery. However, because of the 

greatoexposition of the oface andothe inexpensive cost of 

high-resolution digital cameras, employing images and 

videos is the most prevalent kind of assault. (i) Photo 

attacks: The picture attack is a type of 2Dispoof in which 

an attacker shows a photo to aobiometric modalityoto gain 

accessoto the system, suchoas the screen of aomobile 

phone,otablet, or laptop. Photographicomasks are a 

substantially more advanced sort of photooattack in 

whichohigh definition printed pictures with cut-out eyes 

and mouths are used. The imposter isosituated behind the 

attacker throughout the attack soithat certain facial 

motions, such asoeye blinking, are replicated. 

(ii) Videoiattacks: Thisiis a more complex variation of a 

photooassault. In this assault, the attacker records a 

videooof theoactual personousing a omobile, tablet, and 

digitalocamera, and then, during facial recognition, 

theoattacker playsithat video and gains access to the 

biometric modality owing to the correct movement of the 

face portion. As a result, these assaults are moreodifficult 

to identify and detect. (iii) 3D Mask Attacks: The attacker 

builds a 3D reconstruction of the face and presents it to the 

sensor/camera in this type of attack. Becauseiof the 3D, 

this assault isia more complex variation of video and photo 

attacks. In a 3D maskiassault, the attackers create a 3D 

mask of theiactualiperson, making it more difficult to 

locate a genuine person. Because the 3D structure of the 

face provides a superior option for identifying the genuine 

individual, these assaults are less common than the other 

kinds. 3D masks are often composed of several 

characteristics and score-based approaches. 
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1.4 Existing Model 

TheoRGB colour space has three colour components: ired, 

igreen, and iblue; YCbCr colour space hasibrightness 

andisaturation information; andOHSV colourospace has 

othree colour components: ohue, osaturation, and 

obrightness. Each colour space has unique iinformation 

and properties. The RGB colour space has irich spatial 

information that mostoclosely mimics human-seen 

icolours, but the YCbCr and HSVocolour spaces icontain 

more sensitive information to brightness. The RGB colour 

space can be converted into HSV and YCbCr using the 

following formula.  

Existing approaches transform RGB face photos to the 

YCbCr andiHSV colour spaces, and spoofing images are 

categorized by applying aniLBPi to eachocolour 

space.oHowever, becauseoit usesia 6-channel 

colourospace, this approach requires more processing. This 

study employs a three-channel colour spaceoconsisting 

ofiCb, S, andiV to deduce several face traits. The 

suggested solution strives for high-speed processing and 

resilience against illumination variations in face anti-

spoofing. 

 

iFigure i1. Example of a localobinaryopattern  

 

Figure 2. Visualizationoof LBPioperation performedoon each 

colouroband image.  

The following are some of the benefits of thisoapproach: 

(i) The suggested technique decreases falseodetection by 

employing a three-channelocolour spaceothat expresses 

enough face feature information. (ii) The suggested 

technique requires less memory and has fewer feature 

dimensions, allowing for faster processing. 

The proposed model suggested an analysis based on the 

concept that deformable part models are convolutional 

neural networks. It discusses the following points in this 

paper. (i) Other dimension reductions and deep learning 

(DL) classification algorithms are being examined in an 

anti-face spoofing detection system. (ii) To create the 

filtering and principal component analysis (PCA) approach 

for extracting and optimizing the trustworthy feature sets 

in matrices. (iii) To categorize or detect face spoofing 

photographs using an Ant-lion with CNN classification 

algorithm. (iv) To assess and compare performance 

measures such as HTER, EER, FAR, FRR, etc.  To 

identify and extract facial characteristics, the anti-face-

spoofing detection approach is used. The edges must be 

recognized in the submitted image to obtain the picture's 

refined edges. Following the facial borders and features 

extracted from the real image, the next stage is to detect 

the individual. Face spoofing detection is used to evaluate 

persons by automatically analyzing their attributes using 

computer-based technologies. For the face spoofing 

detection technique, the CNN model will be employed. 

The results will be generated by matching the facial feature 

sets with the CASIA-FASD dataset. The suggested method 

was implemented in the MATLABisimulator, and a full 

performance study was carried out. Finally, the resulting 

data were analyzed and compared to current 

methodologies. 

II. RELATED WORKS 

Youngjun Moon et al., (2021) [10]iproposed an 

antispoofing face method that used CNNolearning 

andoinference and assembledoimportant criteria by 

retrieving textureoinformation from the faceiimageicolour 

spaceousingooan LBPiThe CASIA-FASD dataset was 

used foroperformance verification. Imagesffrom videos 

wereoextracted and classified as published imageoattacks, 

cut pictureoattacks, and videooreplay threats. These 

imagesofrom the CASIA-FASDidata - set were used 

forotraining andievaluation. Itiwas established 

thatitheoproposed approach could be used effectively in 

edge environments. Weointend to verifyothe efficiency 

againstoanother well-known face spoof set of data in the 

future. Weoalso intend to run performanceotests between 

datasets. Chen, H., et al., (2019) [11] suggested an 

inattention-basedotwo-streamoconvolutional network for 

detecting faceospoofing to discriminate between 

authenticoand false faces. Theosuggested method uses 

complementary features (RGB and MSR) derived from 

CNNimodels (MobileNetiandiResNet-18), which are 

subsequently fused using the attention-based fusion 

method. Under different lighting situations, the adaptively 

weightedifeaturesicarry more discriminative information. 

The author tested face spoofing algorithms on three tough 

databases, namelyiCASIA-FASD,iREPLAY-ATTACK, 

and OULU-NPU,owhichodemonstrated 

competitiveoperformance in both ntra and inter-database. 
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The fusion technique studies have shown that the attention 

model can obtain promising outcomes on feature fusion. 

The cross-database assessments demonstrate the efficacy 

of combining RGBiand MSR information. 

MohammediKhammari et al., (2019) [12] proposed 

aocountermeasure against face-spoofingoassaults. 

Theoproposed approach employs a deepoCNN architecture 

with a mix of LBP and SWLD descriptors, SVM with non-

linear kernel. Tootrain classifiers On the REPLAY-

ATTACK dataset, complete classification between real 

access and imposter assaults was accomplished, as was a 

highly competitive performance on the CASIA dataset. 

Other filtering approaches andonetwork topologies will be 

investigated tooadapt the modeloto newodata (for 

example, identifying spoofingoattacks usingofacial 

masksoand 3D models), and more research will be 

conducted to reduce theonumber of characteristics. K 

Balamurali et al., (2021) [13] developed the model in 

which identified face was denoised and then transformed 

to the YCbCr and CIELUV colour models before being 

fed through the VGG-Face architecture to extract face 

embeddings for each colour space. 

The retrieved face embeddings were then concatenated and 

sent to SVC, which distinguishes real and fake faces. The 

proposed approach for spoof detection obtained a test 

accuracy of 99.6 per cent andispecificityiof 99.5ipercent. 

Akinori F. Ebihara et al., (2021) [14] suggested 

aitechnique based on the SpecDiffidescriptor obtained 

theobest PAD accuracyoamong previousoflash-based 

algorithms execution and speed about six times quicker 

thanithat of a DNN by leveraging speculation diffusion 

reflection fromoa subject's face. Only oneovisible-

lightocamera and a flashlight are required for the 

algorithm. A simple collection of 1K picture pairings 

peroclass with binaryolabels was sufficientoto trainothe 

classifier usingotheiSpecDiff descriptor, allowing the PAD 

technique to be easily and widely used. Experiments on 

actualodevices demonstrate thatithe method has a feasible 

degree of performanceoon mobileodevices withoutothe 

requirement forocomputationally costlyoprocessing 

equipment. Seyedkooshan Hashemifard et al., (2021) 

[15] presented a dual-channel technique that utilises both 

the CNNoand colour textureodescriptor domains. 

Accordingoto the results, the strategy outperforms similar 

prior methods, but it also appears to be a viable way to 

extract well-generalized and resilient features for use in 

cross-dataset studies while avoiding biases 

betweenodatasets. One interesting future lead would be to 

apply transferolearning for theoCNN channel with more 

advanced topologies. Other descriptorsomight also be 

added to theoother channeloto improve the depiction of the 

anti-spoofing problem.  

III. PROBLEM DEFINITION  

Shefali et al. 2021 [16] discussed that face is a part of 

biometrics, and faceorecognition is utilized in BS 

(biometricosystems) to identify and secureoan individual. 

Most,oFace security or authentication systemsoare 

proneoto SAs (Spoofing attacks) such asorelay attacks, 

attacksousing three-dimensional masks, etc. So, the 

faceoanti-spoofing method is becomingoessential in 

theseosystems. Face verification in BS is a famous field 

for research. There are several limitations, such as; (i) 

Different viewpoints (ii) Occlusions, and (iii)Age variation 

of person, along with factors like lighting situations.  

The existing model is based upon the prolonged deep 

learning model using CNN and PCA method to determine 

the face spoofing in the face recognition applications. The 

existing model is evaluated on CASIA-FASD and 

Relayoattack IDIAP datasets and is observed with half 

theototal errororate (HTER), FAR, iFRR, etc. Onothe 

contrary, HTER and FAR are observed as minimum than 

the existing model, showing improvement. The accuracy 

of the existing relay model is 99.0 per cent which shows a 

significant difference in improvement. Similarly, the FAR 

(0.045) is significantly lower than the FRR (0.032), which 

shows the underperformance of the existing model. The 

existing model uses the PCA feature extraction method 

and the CNN classifier, which can be further improved by 

using the improved optimization with the PCA 

featureiextraction method. CNN model has 

definedosuperior performanceiin dealing withpdifficult CV 

(icomputer-vision) issuesoand issues related to face 

images.  

Also, the performance of face spoofing detection models 

using CNN is lower for the CASIA-FASD dataset 

compared to the IDIAP dataset in another study. The 

CASIA-FASD face spoofing dataset contains higher-order 

variability than the CASIA-FASD dataset, which 

challenges the face spoofing detection schemes. Hence, the 

focus of this research can be kept on the CASIA-FASD 

dataset and IDIAP dataset. The main problems analyzed 

by the author [16]: (i) High error rate (ii) High time 

consumption (iii) High costly (iv) Overfitting issue 

IV. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY  

In this section, the main objective points are: (i) To 

analyze the several dimension reduction and deep learning 

(DL) classification methods in the anti-face 

spoofingodetection system. (ii) To develop the filtration 

and principalocomponent analysis (PCA) technique to 

extractothe reliableofeature sets in matrices and optimize 

the feature vectors. (iii) To implement an Ant-lion with 

CNN classification method to classify or detect the face 

spoofing images. (iv) To evaluate and compare the 

performance metrics with HTER, EER, FAR, FRR, etc. 

Figure 3 defines the proposed system starts the face image 
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acquisition procedure in which the image is uploaded in 

the GUI-MATLAB, which has to be utilized with the Ant 

–lion-CNN algorithm. The anti-face-spoofing detection 

technique is utilized to detect and extract face features. 

The edges have to be detected in the uploaded image to get 

the refine edges of the image. A further step is to detect the 

person after the face edges and feature extraction from the 

real image. Face spoofing detection is the procedure 

utilized to verify the people by analyzing their properties 

automatically using computer-based methods. The CNN 

model will be used for the face spoofing detection 

procedure. The face detection method will produce the 

outcomes by matching the face feature sets with the 

CASIA-FASD dataset. iAfterwards, the proposed 

algorithm was implementedoin the MATLABosimulator, 

and thoroughoperformance analysis wasoperformed. 

Finally, obtainedoresults have been analyzedoand 

comparedowith the existingotechniques. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Proposed Work Flow Chart 

The research techniques of detecting face spoof detection 

system are applicable to classify the input as fake and 

normal face image. This proposed work a system to detect 

the face spoof in different phases that is described as:  

(i) Face image pre-processing step: The staging phase 

is to detect or classify the face spoof. Anoupload 

input image database created from aoreliable data 

sourceois used for inputoin the detectionosystem. 

CASIA-FASD datasetowas designed to collect the 

face images. The attack or noise is eliminated from 

the images by dispensation the face input images to 

complete the efficient performance. This step aims 

to panel a digital face image into various edges. 

This method is used to identify the objects and the 

information from the face photos; this process 

contributes to optimizing the complexity when the 

image is studied.  

(ii) Feature extraction Step: The results attained are 

measured as edge detection. So, these steps 

objectives to extract the attributes from this chosen 

field. It is a procedure in which a class of attributes 

so that the following processing becomes simple 

and several attributes like colour, text, etc.  These 

features are used to recognize the face. At present, 

various techniques are defined to extract the 

attributes. These techniques are reliable for 

developing a detection system. Feature sets derived 

from the PCA method are normally used for data 

dimensionality reduction. Their dimensions might 

be optimized without a significant loss of data. The 

use of PCA takes the benefits of V (Eigenvectors) 

features to determine chosen object orientation.  

(iii)  Classification or Detection Step: The main 

purpose is to develop an effective and robust face 

spoof detection system with better reliable quality. 

It is vital to have an optimized classifier for 

optimized extracted feature sets. All the dataset 

with spoof and real face images is separated into 

different layers such as training and testing set built 

by combining all real and spoof samples. The Ant-

Lion with CNN model is first trained using training 

face samples and then analyzed on testing samples. 

The evaluated feature is then fed to optimized CNN 

classifiers. Ant-Lion with CNN is the command 

that is utilized for CNN implementation. The AL-

CNN model is trained to classify the different 

categories. It comprises various HLs (hidden 

layers) like CL (convolutional layer), AF 

(Activation function), PL (pooling layer), and FCLs 

(fully-connected layers) among the input and final 

output layer. The neurons in the HL learn the 

features of the face input images and finally predict 

the categories that are spoof or genuine. The OL 

(output layer) predicts the face input image and 

gives the percentage of resembling face input image 

to each category. The category with maximum 

accuracy is the final output outcome. BP 

(backpropagation) structure is utilized to tune the 

network for the precise outcome. The architecture is 

shown in figure 4.  

 
Figure 4. AL-CNN model  
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V. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS  

The proposed model has used the MATLAB Simulation 

tool. MATLAB software is a PL (programming language) 

as other PLs developed. The full form of MATLAB is 

“Matrix Laboratory.” It gives the mathematical 

computing and 4th generation PL. It executes the 

MATLAB code files. There is a CW (command window) 

in MATLAB.  

CASIA-FASD dataset is a spoofing attack dataset that 

comprises three categories of attacks: (i) Printed with cut 

eyes, (ii) warped printed, and (iii) video attack 

photographs.  The input samples are taken with different 

categories of cameras: (i) High, (ii) Normal, and (iii) Low 

quality.  

 

Figure 5. CASIA-FASD Dataset [17] 

Performanceometrics: The proposed work considered 

theoHTER (halfitotaloerror rate) in the CASIA-FASD 

database to calculateothe research model. HTER [18] 

isoevaluated utilizing the FAR (falseoacceptance rate) and 

FRR (falseorejection rate) inothe spoof database, both of 

which are shownobelow. TheiHTER rate evaluation is 

defined asofollows:  

𝐻𝑇𝐸𝑅 =  
𝑖𝐹𝑎𝑟+𝐹𝑟𝑟

2
                                    (i) 

The FAR [19] is considered howolikely the BSS 

(biometricosecurity system) iwill inaccurately accept 

anoaccess effort byoan unofficial operator. A system’s 

FAR normally is shown as the ratio of the numberoof FAs 

separated byothe number of verificationoattempts.  

FRR [20] isoconsidered howolikely the BSS will 

accurately rejectoan unofficial operator's access effort. 

Generally, aosystem’s FRR isoshown asothe ratiooof FRs 

separated by the number of verificationoattempts.  

Lesser HTERovalues define goodoperformance, 

whereoHTER is shown usingoonly 

misclassificationoratios. Moreover, the EER (equal 

errororate) defines the rateoat whichothe false rejection 

and acceptance rateovalues convergeoto another, whereoa 

smallovalue also definesogood performance.  

EERirate parameterois a BSS method utilized to program 

the thresholdovalues for theoFAR and FRR. Whenothe 

rates areoequal, thepnormal valueois the EER. Lowerothe 

ERR, the better accuracy of theoBS.  

 

Figure 6.  (i) Input Image (ii) ConvertediImage (iii) NoisyiImage 

(iv) FilteroImage, and (v) EdgeoImage 

Figure 6 shows the face input images with various faces 

defined; the spoof detection process is repeated for every 

detected face for the defined input face image and 

classifies every face individually. Figure 6(i) shows the 

input face image uploaded. Figure 6(ii) shows the 

conversion of the face image, which is colour, into a black 

and white image. Figure 6(iii) shows the attack image. 

After that, figure 6(iv) shows the filtered image. It 

removes the attack information in the uploaded image. It 

calculates the smooth and noise-free image shown in 

figure 6(iv). Figure 6(v) shows the edge detection image.  

 

Figure 7 The graphical representation using feature extraction  

Figure 7 defines the graphical representation using the 

PCA algorithm's feature extraction process. These 

techniques are reliable for developing a detection system. 

Feature sets derived from the PCA method are normally 

used for data dimensionality reduction. Their dimensions 

might be optimized without a substantial loss of data. The 

use of PCA takes the benefits of V (Eigenvectors) features 

to determine chosen object orientation.  

 

Figure 8.  Detection Category: Fake or Spoof Image  
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As defined in figure 8, the attributes of the testing and 

testing face images are studied with the help of a text-

based feature extraction method. The Optimized-CNN 

classifier is applied to detect or classify the best match 

defined in the form of the matched face image.  

Table 1. Proposed Metrics: Component-based AL-CNN classifier 

Model 

Parameters Values 

Accuracy 99.008 

HTER 0.9812 

EER 1.88 

FAR 0.0098 

FRR 0.18 

Table 2: Comparison Analysisoof theoproposed andoexisting model 

Parameters  Proposed Model: 

Component-based AL-

CNN model 

Existing Model: CNN 

model 

EER 1.88 10.22 

FAR 0.0098 2.56 

FRR 0.18 1.17 

HTER 0.9812 1.42 

Accuracy  99.008 97.54 

Table 1 shows the proposed model performance metrics 

with an accuracy rate value of 99.008 percent, EER value 

of 1.88, FAR value of 0.0098, andoFRR value of 0.18. 

Table 2 shows the comparisonobetween proposedoand 

existingpmodels. This proposedomodel has attained a 

highoaccuracy ratepand reduced the errororate , FAR, and 

FRR rateocompared with the existingomodel.  

 

(i)                                                                (ii) 

Figure 9 (i) Comparisonoanalysis with proposed and existingimodel: HTER and (ii)  Comparisonianalysis with proposedoand 

existingomodel: FRR 

 

(i)                                                                  (ii) 

Figure 10 (i) Comparisonianalysis with proposed and existingimodel: EER and  (ii) Comparison analysisiwith proposediand existingomodel: 

FAR 
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Figure 11. Comparison Analysis with Proposed and Existing model: Accuracy Rate 

Figure 9(i),9(ii),10(i), and 10 (ii), show the analysis of the 

performance of Component-based AL-CNN model and 

Existing model using CNN classifier model concerning 

HTER, FAR, FRR, and EER rate. It validates that the 

component-based AL-CNN model gives minimum values 

of the performance metrics compared to the CNN model. 

Figure 10 shows that the component-based AL-CNN 

classifier model gives maximum values of the performance 

metrics compared to the CNN model.  

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

Deep learning models offer an effective anti-spoofing 

solution. However, because of limited training data and a 

time-consuming process, fine-tuning or creating a CNN 

model from the start remains difficult for face faking 

photos. This research has introduced a face anti-spoofing 

approach based on improved CNN learning and inference 

and built essential parameters extracting texture 

information from the face image colour space using an 

LBP. The CASIA-FASD dataset was utilized for 

performance verification. Images from videos were 

retrieved and classified as printed photo assaults, clipped 

photo attacks, and video replay attacks. These photos from 

the CASIA-FASD dataset were utilized for both training 

and testing. It was proven that isolating the colour space 

from the face picture and the Cb, S, and V colour spaces 

enhanced detection performance, which is important for 

anti-spoofing. Previous research often employed a 6-

channel (YCbCr + HSV) colour system, which resulted in 

high computing expenses. 

On the contrary, the suggested method decreases the 

computational load by focusing on only three colour space 

channels (Cb, S, and V). It intends to test the performance 

against another well-known face spoof dataset in the 

future. It will try to use pruning algorithms to compress 

convolutional neural networks to reduce the dimension of 

the feature and speed up detection. 
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